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ABSTRACT
With the increasing capture of photos and their proliferation
on social media, there is a pressing need for a more intuitive
and versatile image search and exploration system. Image
search systems have long been confined to the binds of the
2D legacy screens and the keyword text-box. With the re-
cent advances in Virtual Reality (VR) technology, a move
towards an immersive VR environment will redefine the im-
age navigation experience. To this end, we propose a VR
platform that gathers images from various sources, and ad-
dresses the 5 Ws of image search - what, where, when, who
and why. We achieve this by providing the user with two
modes of interactive exploration - (i) A mode that allows for
a graph based navigation of an image dataset, using a steer-
ing wheel1 visualization, along multiple dimensions of time,
location, visual concept, people, etc. and (ii) Another mode
that provides an intuitive exploration of the image dataset
using a logical hierarchy of visual concepts. Our contribu-
tions include creating a VR image exploration experience
that is intuitive and allows image navigation along multiple
dimensions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
More data has been created in the 21st century than in all

of human history. Estimates say that 2.5 quintillion bytes of
data is generated each day [1]; So much so that 90% of the
data in the world today has been created in the last two years
alone. With the wide proliferation of photos and videos
from phone cameras, the Web has also become increasingly
visual. To put numbers in perspective for photos, in 2015
alone, for every minute on an average, Instagram users liked

1In this paper, making a selection on a curved plane con-
taining multiple options is equivalent to moving a ‘steering
wheel’ in a particular direction.
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more than 1.7 million photos, Pinterest users pinned nearly
10,000 images and Facebook users uploaded nearly 136,000
photos [2, 4].

Information was initially represented in text documents.
With the advent of the World Wide Web, it became possi-
ble to make the document corpus available to everyone, and
most importantly, traverse from one document to the other
using hyperlinks. The current information age needs to cap-
italize on the exponentially expanding image corpus by cre-
ating an interlinked visual web [18]. At present, the images
cannot be interlinked with each other based on their con-
tents or contextual metadata, making it extremely tedious
and unintuitive to explore massive image datasets, whether
personal or global, available on photo sharing applications
like Google, Facebook, Instagram, Flickr or Pinterest. For
example, Google Image Search only allows a spading-fork
traversal in one direction, compelling users to query repeat-
edly to traverse in a different direction.

The image content and context (time, location) are be-
coming major sources of information for situation recogni-
tion [18, 24], with advanced techniques like deep learning
being developed in computer vision for recognizing key con-
cepts from the image content and easy availability of con-
textual information through the use of sensors like GPS,
accelerometers etc. Therefore, these visual concepts and
contextual features can now be leveraged in image search
and exploration in order to implement an associative means
of navigating through image datasets.

Until now, data visualization was limited to the repre-
sentation of textual data, mainly on 2D interfaces. But as
data evolves from text to multimedia (Eg. images), repre-
senting this data in 2D interfaces in an easily comprehensi-
ble manner becomes a challenge. Traditional visualization
approaches when applied to large image datasets provide
limited usability due to the constrained space on the visual-
ization plane and the lack of interactivity for the user.

The platform on which data can be visualized is under-
going a transformation, from browsers on PCs to mobile
devices to the upcoming Virtual Reality (VR) devices. VR
could prove to be a powerful and engaging platform for im-
age search and exploration, as it provides infinite environ-
ment space, multimodal user inputs (gaze, voice, head/hand
motion) and distributed connectivity. VR, finally, offers an
exciting possibility for applications in image exploration, be-
cause (i) with the advent of Google Cardboard and other
such affordable and accessible VR devices compatible with
smartphones, VR applications are now feasible for the typ-
ical user in terms of cost and size, (ii) there has been ex-
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tensive research in academia and industry towards the fa-
cilitation of VR as an effective environment. In this paper,
we propose a VR image exploration system that provides
the user with two modes of exploration - Steering Wheel
browsing and Hierarchical browsing. Steering wheel brows-
ing allows the user to explore image datasets using a graph
structure, along multiple dimensions like time, location, con-
cepts, people, etc. Hierarchical browsing allows the user to
explore image datasets using hierarchies that are based on
visual concepts.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
related work in this domain. Section 3 discusses our pro-
posed method, with the two modes of visualization, our im-
age graph, system architecture, system implementation and
evaluation. Section 4 discusses the conclusions of this paper,
followed by a discussion of future work in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
While a lot of work has been done on content based image

retrieval techniques, the existing semantic gap [27] is still a
challenge and approaches like query-by-example [13] have
limited application in practice. The most primitive image
browsing visualizes a limited number of thumbnails on a 2D
screen, requiring the user to continually go back and forth to
view more images. More intuitive interfaces have been pro-
posed for navigating image collections [25, 16], which can
be broadly classified into mapping based, clustering based
and graph based visualizations [22]; These visualizations are
created using dimensionality reduction [27, 19], grouping
based on image characteristics [11, 15] and interlinked im-
age graphs [12, 28] respectively with similar images placed
closer to each other. Visualizations represent clusters using
a representative image, upon whose selection all images in
the clusters are displayed to the user [8, 9, 10, 14, 23].

Traditional browsing techniques include horizontal brows-
ing (within a particular level of the hierarchy), vertical brows-
ing (navigation to a different level of the hierarchy) and time
based browsing [21]. A spherical visualization approach to
image exploration is proposed in [26], where image databases
are handled in a hierarchical approach, with visually similar
images placed together; Zooming operations reveal images
on a deeper level of the tree structure, with the user being
allowed to modify the browsing interactively.

In the past, image exploration systems like 3D MARS
have been implemented in VR to leverage the infinite vir-
tual space for displaying image query results using low-level
image properties like color, texture and structure. However,
such features for query-by-example render image exploration
unintuitive limiting the accuracy in retrieving the semantic
relationships between the images [20].

3. PROPOSED METHODS
As a first step in the direction of implementing an immer-

sive image exploration system, we present a proof-of-concept
in this section, with an overview of the image graph, the two
modes, system architecture, implementation and evaluation.
In our prototype, we provide the user with two exploratory
modes - Steering Wheel browsing and Hierarchical browsing.

3.1 Image Graph
In recent years, with considerable research in deep learn-

ing techniques for concept extraction in images, and avail-

ability of more sensor information offering detailed context,
the creation of an interlinked image graph is now a pos-
sibility. Such a visual web [18] can then provide traver-
sal along multiple dimensions providing insights on what,
where, when and who, thereby making intuitive image ex-
ploration a reality.

In our approach, we create the link structure using content
and context based relationships between images, thus allow-
ing navigation along multiple dimensions. We have used a
university research dataset for image exploration in our sys-
tem, which contains time and location information as part
of the image EXIF metadata. Furthermore, this dataset is
augmented with concepts that are mined from the images
using a deep learning API (Clarifai [3]), location informa-
tion that is retrieved via a location web service (Foursquare
[5]) and people were extracted using pre-existing name tags,
available for several images. Links are created by tagging
image metadata based on time, location, concepts and peo-
ple and navigation between images is based on similarity
between these tags.

3.2 Steering Wheel Browsing Mode
In this approach, we arrange the image corpus as a graph

with each image acting as a node, interconnected with other
image nodes through edges. The edges between the graph
nodes may represent connections based on time, location,
concepts and people.

To implement this approach in VR, we begin with ran-
domly generated images from the dataset. The currently
viewed image is larger in size and placed exactly in front
of the user, while other images are placed around it in the
environment in a panoramic fashion. In this mode, the tiles
on the steering wheel at the bottom represent the important
entities present in the currently displayed image. These enti-
ties include time information, location information, concepts
derived from the image and people present in the image.
The location information is displayed via a static map and
a place banner (if applicable) while people and concepts are
displayed in a vertical menu.

In the example shown in Figure 1, the image identified 2
different persons viz. Steve Jobs and Bill Gates as people,
WWDC ’08 as the place in San Francisco, which is the ge-
ographical location and dinner as a concept. If the user is
interested in exploring photos involving one of the people or
the city in the photo, he can simply make a selection using
gaze-and-select mechanism in the direction of his choice on
the steering wheel. A new set of photos are then rendered
and the corresponding options on the steering wheel are up-
dated, based on the current image. This style of exploration
provides the user with valuable details present in the image
and also the ability to traverse along the given dimensions
(location, concept or people) in the image graph.

3.3 Hierarchical Browsing Mode
In this approach, we arrange the image corpus in logical

hierarchies based on concepts present in the images. Each
level in the hierarchy contains images belonging to the same
concept category. Iteratively, each category at any given
level, may further contain subcategories of images.

To implement this approach in VR, we begin our naviga-
tion with a predefined set of high-level categories. At each
level in the hierarchy, images that belong to the same cat-
egory are displayed in the environment and subcategories
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Figure 1: VR application showing graph-based image exploration

Figure 2: VR application showing hierarchy-based
image exploration

are depicted by representative images on the bottom panel.
With every selection on the panel, the system updates the
environment with corresponding images belonging to that
category and updates the panel with its subcategories. Once
the user reaches the bottom of the hierarchy, the user is of-
fered two options: (i) Traverse one level up in the hierarchy
using the voice command ‘back’ or (ii) Jump into a concep-
tually related category using suggested options displayed on
the right pane.

For example, we begin with popular search categories like
Music, Hollywood, Sports, Politics, etc. placed as individ-
ual tiles on the bottom panel. As shown in Figure 2, se-
lecting a representative tile at a given layer of the hierarchy,
like Sports in this example, loads the subsequent options of
the hierarchy like Tennis, Soccer, Baseball, etc. The user
can refine his exploratory search by selecting any of these
sports categories, say Soccer, by a gaze-and-select mech-

anism, thereby loading the next set of subcategories like
players, teams, tournaments etc. on the bottom panel. Iter-
atively, after following a path like Sports –> Soccer –> Play-
ers –> Lionel Messi and reaching the end of this hierarchy,
the user can either move back using a ‘back’ voice command
or simply jump to related options like Diego Maradona,
Barcelona FC, Golden Boot, etc. displayed on the right
pane, and in this manner, continue his exploration infinitely.

3.4 System Architecture
Our system relies on the intricate integration between 4

components - data (image datasets, link structures), user in-
put (voice, gaze-and-select), network (low latency, reliabil-
ity) and VR display (aesthetic, intuitive, seamless render-
ing). Our system has a hybrid design that takes advantages
of both client-side and server-side capabilities [17].

As shown in Figure 3, depending on the mode selected,
the user is presented with the corresponding visualizations
containing options to start his image exploration. The user
provides his navigation input to the controller using voice or
gaze-and-select. The controller communicates the user input
to the backend and fetches the images and the corresponding
link structures, for rendering in the virtual environment.

Our backend consists of servers and a data store; The data
store contains the image corpus that will be explored. The
servers are used to extract the link structure between images,
from the image content and metadata, by querying external
web services. We have utilized external web services for
extracting visual concepts from image content, and possible
locations from the spatial metadata.

3.5 System Implementation

3.5.1 Frontend Implementation
For developing and rendering a platform-independent ap-

plication that can be deployed in the web, mobile or VR
devices like Google Cardboard, we used MozVR [7]. This
WebVR framework uses HTML elements to run the applica-
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Figure 3: System Architecture

tion in a WebGL-enabled browser. This framework provides
the gaze-and-select feature enabling users to choose options
available in the VR space. Additionally, Google Voice API
was integrated with this framework, thereby providing sec-
ondary assistance for user input.

3.5.2 Backend Implementation
We created a REST API to retrieve images from an exist-

ing university research dataset, and have further processed
these images to create the link structures using external web
services. The backend is designed to query external web
services like ClarifAI [3] for extracting visual concepts from
image content and Foursquare [5] for extracting possible lo-
cations from the spatial metadata. Our backend technology
stack is Python based, and we use a Python web framework
called Flask to create the REST API. For rendering static
maps in our browser, we send location details in a HTTP
request to Google Maps and receive static images as the
response. All the other visualizations are processed in the
backend and only their output is rendered in the browser as
images.

3.6 Evaluation
For a general evaluation of our system, we conducted a

pilot study with 11 participants (age group of 21-30). We
deployed the application on a web browser in an iPhone,
with a Google Cardboard as the VR device.

The following steps were performed in carrying out this
study: (i) The user was initially asked to explore images
from Flickr, Instagram and Pinterest feeds on a computer or
smartphone. (ii) The user was then asked to explore images
in our VR application rendered on Google Cardboard. (iii)
During his exploration, we provide guidance to the user to
help him understand his VR environment better. (iv) Post
our study, with each participant taking around 10 minutes
exploring our system, they were requested to answer a few
questions, on a number scale of 1-5 (5 being most satisfied),
related to their experience, concerns, usefulness, etc. Results
of our study can be found in Table 1.

Our evaluation results suggest that there is definitely a
need for a better image exploration system. The rather av-
erage score of 3.3 for the gaze-and-select mechanism can be

Questions Score
How satisfied are you with legacy image search
using keywords in textboxes?

2.7

How positive was your experience with gaze-and-
select for image exploration?

3.3

How intuitive was image exploration using the
steering wheel browsing?

4.4

How positive was your experience exploring im-
ages in infinite virtual space?

4.3

Would you use such a VR application in the future
for image exploration?

Yes
(91%)

Table 1: Evaluation Results

attributed to the lack of sophistication in the UI/UX of our
preliminary prototype as well as the novelty of the VR en-
vironment in general. However, the evaluation study for the
remaining 4 questions clearly suggests that there is consid-
erable potential in such a system and a willingness among
participants to use this image exploration system, especially
for social media and personal photos.

4. CONCLUSION
We propose an approach that provides two modes to the

user - first, a mode for browsing through an interlinked im-
age graph structure along dimensions like time, location,
concepts, people; second, a mode that allows an intuitive
navigation through conceptual hierarchies of images for a
simpler exploratory search and browsing experience in VR.
The advantage of using our proposed approach is two fold
- (i) it provides interlinking between images along many di-
mensions by incorporating contextual and conceptual infor-
mation into the navigation. (ii) it provides the user with
an interactive and immersive exploration experience in VR
space, where he gets to engage and set the tone of the nav-
igation.

5. FUTURE WORK
Based on our literature survey and current work, sup-

ported by the pilot study, we strongly believe that further
work on the following areas will lead to the successful con-
vergence of image exploration and virtual reality. Firstly,
a knowledge graph can be applied to the objects or con-
cepts present in an image for more insightful exploration
of large image datasets. In order to infer deeper meaning
from plain text queries, Google’s Knowledge Graph consid-
ers the semantic meaning behind the query and fetches im-
proved search results. This graph is built by finding entities
and relationships associated with each word with the help
of sources like Wikipedia [6]. Thus, creation of a knowl-
edge graph for images will enable efficient exploration of
large image datasets by offering semantically meaningful di-
rections of exploration. Second, the nature of VR tech-
nology creates opportunities in collaborative image view-
ing/exploration experience, which was not possible before.
With multimodal user input, infinite environment space, re-
mote and distributed connectivity and sophisticated sensors,
collaborating and sharing your image exploration can cer-
tainly become a reality. Third, this system can be extended
as a platform to incorporate social media feeds like Insta-
gram, Pinterest, Flickr, etc. along with personal image col-
lections to create a unified image exploration experience.
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